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ABSTRACT: Several lines of evidence point strongly toward the importance of highly R-helical intermediates in
the folding of all globular proteins, regardless of their native structure. However, experimental refolding
studies demonstrate no observable R-helical intermediate during refolding of some β-sheet proteins and have
dampened enthusiasm for this model of protein folding. In this study, β-sheet proteins were hypothesized to
have potential to form amphiphilic helices at a period of <3.6 residues/turn that matches or exceeds the
potential at 3.6 residues/turn. Hypothetically, such potential is the basis for an effective and unidirectional
mechanism by which highly R-helical intermediates might be rapidly disassembled during folding and
potentially accounts for the difficulty in detecting highly R-helical intermediates during the folding of some
proteins. The presence of this potential was confirmed, indicating that amodel entailing ubiquitous formation
of R-helical intermediates during the folding of globular proteins predicts previously unrecognized features of
primary structure. Further, the folding of fatty acid binding protein, a predominantly β-sheet protein that
exhibits no apparent highly R-helical intermediate during folding, was dramatically accelerated by 2,2,
2-trifluoroethanol, a solvent that stabilizes R-helical structure. This observation suggests that formation of an
R-helix can be a rate-limiting step during folding of a predominantly β-sheet protein and further supports the
role of highly R-helical intermediates in the folding of all globular proteins.

The folding of all globular proteins via highly helical inter-
mediate structures was hypothesized by V. Lim in the late
1970s (1, 2). At that time, several reasons why such a hypothesis
merited attention were enumerated. First, all globular proteins,
even those whose native structure is characterized by predomi-
nantly β-sheet and the total absence of R-helix, have substantial
potential to form R-helices with both a hydrophobic and a
hydrophilic surface, termed amphiphilic R-helices. Second, since
R-helices are rigid structures, the amphiphilic R-helix is well-suited
to participate in specific interhelical interactions. Third, an R-helix
with a typical length of approximately 10-15 residues possesses an
overall shape that is approximately spherical, thus comprising a
small, densely packed globule that will diffuse in solution much
faster than any other conformation of the polypeptide chain.

A final argument made by Lim in support of highly helical
intermediates in the folding of all proteins was that the formation
ofR-helix, being dependent on local interactions, wasmuch faster
than the formation of structure such asβ-sheet, which depends on
interactions between sections of the polypeptide chain that are
distant from each other. This argument has found support from a
number of studies evaluating the formation ofR-helix in peptides.
For example, Wright and colleagues (3) as well as Baldwin and
colleagues (4-6) have demonstrated that helix formation can
occur in short peptides with naturally occurring sequences as a
result of stabilization by i þ 3 and particularly i þ 4 side chain
pairs involved in charge-charge interactions, hydrogen bonding,
or possibly van der Waals interactions. Further, work with a

variety of alanine-rich model peptides (7-13) has shown that
helices can form rapidly, in the range of a few hundred nano-
seconds. Lednev and colleagues (11), for example, determined a
time constant of ∼800 ns for the folding of a 21-residue alanine-
based peptide into an R-helix. These data support the argument
that rapid formation of R-helices during the early stages of
protein folding can be achieved on the basis of local interactions.

Subsequent work has provided additional support for the idea
that highly helical intermediates are involved in the folding of all
proteins, regardless of their native structure. First, a quantitative
evaluation of a variety of predominantly β-sheet proteins showed
that the potential to form amphiphilic R-helix in those proteins
was not found in randomly generated amino acid sequences,
indicating that the potential to form amphiphilic R-helix was due
to specific features in the naturally occurring sequences rather
than happenstance (14). Second, amino acid segments that have
amphiphilic R-helical potential were observed to form ring-
shaped clusters, 20-30 Å in diameter, within the native structure
of predominantly β-sheet proteins (14). The segments with
amphiphilicR-helical potential that form these clusters are spaced
at average intervals of 13 Å between segments, approximately the
same as the spacing of helices in a helical bundle (15). Further,
formation of such clusters does not occur when the location of
segments with amphiphilic R-helical potential was randomly
assigned in the amino acid sequence (15). These “dormant
R-helical domains” within the structure of β-sheet proteins may
be the footprints of helical bundles that once existed but are
no longer present in the native structures (14). A third factor
suggesting that highly R-helical intermediates are important for
the folding of β-sheet proteins is the observation that, although
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the presence of amphiphilicR-helical potential in β-sheet proteins
is ubiquitous, the location of such potential is not conserved
within a given type of fold (15). This observation indicates that
the amphiphilic R-helical potential in β-sheet proteins is appar-
ently not involved in the stabilization of any particular native
structure but rather is a candidate for the highly specific
information that directs protein folding. This conclusion is fur-
ther supported by the observation that segments with amphi-
philic R-helical potential are not consistently associated with any
particular type of secondary structure (15). A fourth factor that
supports Lim’s proposal is the collection of experimental ob-
servations that point toward a distinction or separation between
amino acid sequence information that determines the native state
stability and sequence information that governs the folding
pathway(s) (16). The presence of dormant R-helical domains in
a variety of proteins is an ideal candidate for primary structure
components which determine protein folding pathway(s) in a
manner independent of information necessary for stabilization of
the native structure.

Although this wide range of theoretical considerations and
indirect observations points strongly toward highly R-helical inter-
mediates in the folding of all proteins, experimental evidence has
been less convincing. Some experimental support has been estab-
lished, as the early folding steps of globular R-helical proteins such
as cytochrome c (17) and apomyoglobin (18) are known to involve
the condensation of R-helices that have been identified as amphi-
philic (19). Further, observations made when evaluating the folding
of some β-sheet proteins provide strong support for Lim’s hypo-
thesis.For example, the foldingofβ-lactoglobulin is characterizedby
a long-lived andhighlyR-helical intermediate that is readilydetected
by stopped-flow circular dichroism (SFCD)1 spectroscopy (20, 21).
However, experiments have failed to detect any apparently highly
R-helical intermediate in the folding of some other β-sheet proteins.
For example, SFCD studies reveal that folding of rat intestinal fatty
acid binding protein (RIFABP) is characterized by a transition
from aperiodic structure to predominantly β-strand without any
apparent highly R-helical intermediate (22).

Because R-helices associated with the native state of a wide
range of proteins are relatively stable because of optimized
hydrogen bonding interactions, it might be supposed that any
intermediate R-helical structure would also be relatively stable.
With this in mind, the observation that some β-sheet proteins
fold without detectableR-helical intermediates could suggest that
R-helical intermediates are not involved in the folding of all
proteins. However, this conclusion is impossible to reconcile
with the theoretical considerations of Lim and a variety of
quantitative analyses of amphiphilicR-helical potential in β-sheet
proteins as discussed above. To reconcile these apparently
conflicting indicators, we postulate an R-helical intermediate that
is crucial to the folding process but is either relatively unstable or
less stable than subsequent intermediates. A central question
concerning this proposal asks about the nature of the forces that
make subsequent intermediates even more stable than the
inherently stable R-helical intermediate. A possible solution to
this question lies in Lim’s original proposal, which postulated
that intermediate R-helices were essentially “stretched” into a
linear conformation during later stages of the folding process.
This proposal is supported by studies (15, 23) demonstrating that

segments with amphiphilic R-helical potential in β-sheet proteins
generally form relatively extended structures “which may be
obtained by stretching out the normal R-helix” (23).

The potential for a given sequence to form amphiphilic
R-helices is calculated (24) on the basis of a periodicity of hydro-
phobicity of 3.6 residues. However, if, in addition to having
substantial potential to form an amphiphilic R-helix, a given
sequence had even greater amphiphilic potential at shorter
periods, such as 3.0 residues, then the driving force of hydro-
phobic collapse would tend to overtwist any putative R-helix.
Such overtwisting of the R-helical intermediate would simulta-
neously result in further coalescence of the hydrophobic core and
an elongation of the local protein conformation. By this means,
ensembles of intermediate helical bundles present during the
folding process might be less stable than subsequent less helical,
more nativelike structures (Figure 1). Thus, a greater amphiphilic
helical potential at a period less than 3.6 residues/turn compared
to the potential at 3.6 residues/turn is a potential indicator of
ensembles of helical intermediates that are present transiently
within ensembles of folding pathways but form no populated
intermediate states.

To probe the validity of the hypothesis mentioned above, we
evaluated the periodicity of hydrophobicity in a number of
predominantly β-sheet proteins and in predominantly R-helical

FIGURE 1: Qualitative free energy diagram corresponding to some of
the early folding steps of predominantly β-sheet proteins. The
ensemble of unfolded proteins (“U”, top left), via an ensemble of
diffusion-collision pathways, forms an ensemble of loosely formed
helical bundles, which are then reorganized nonhelical, more native-
like structures. The transition state (the “tipping point” of the folding
process) is that point just prior to stabilization of amphiphilic helices
by coalescence. The potential reduction by TFE [e ∼10% (v/v)] of
the energy barrier preceding the transition state is illustrated by the
dashed line at the top left of the diagram. This effect is anticipated on
the basis of the observation that TFE supports helix formation in a
wide range of peptides, regardless of amino acid composition. TFE
may increase the free energy of the unfolded ensemble and/or may
decrease the free energy of the transition state at the point of contact
between two amphiphilic helices (29, 38, 46). Both possibilities are
illustrated by the dashed line in the top left of the diagram. Although
TFE apparently stabilizes intermediate helical bundles in at least one
protein (20, 21), the effect of TFE on intermediate helical bundles in
general has not been characterized and is therefore not illustrated in
the diagram. The dashed line in the middle of the diagram illustrates
the possible effect of the amphiphilic helical potential at 3.6 residues/
turn being exceeded by the potential at periods shorter than 3.6
residues/turn. This potential is expected to reduce or perhaps, as
indicated in the diagram, eliminate altogether the putative barrier to
dissolution of the intermediate R-helical bundles.

1Abbreviations: TFE, 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol; SFCD, stopped-flow
circular dichroism; RIFABP, rat intestinal fatty acid binding protein;
GdnHCl, guanidine hydrochloride.
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proteins. In addition, we evaluated the effects of 2,2,2-trifluoroetha-
nol (TFE), a solvent that stabilizesR-helical structure, on the folding
of RIFABP. The folding of RIFABP is well-characterized in the
literature (22, 25-28) and, as pointed out above, lacks a highly R-
helical intermediate that can be detected by SFCD (22). Since TFE
stabilizesR-helical conformations in a variety of peptides, regardless
of amino acid composition (29-31), it is expected that TFE will
drive the formation of transientR-helices in an ensemble of unfolded
structures. An increased level of formation of transient R-helix in
the unfolded ensembles will, in turn, increase the likelihood that
collisions between different segments of the protein chainwill lead to
productive folding of those segments (32), if indeed R-helices are the
critical structural elements involved in the initial steps of structure
formation. Thus, it is hypothesized that TFEwill accelerate the fold-
ing of RIFABP (Figure 1) if a rate-limiting step in folding is the
diffusion and collision of amphiphilicR-helices, as proposedbyLim.
Indeed, low concentrations of TFE [< ∼10% (v/v)] have been
shown to profoundly accelerate the folding of a wide range of
proteins, including some predominately β-sheet proteins (33). This
effect ofTFE is thought to be associatedwith some influence ofTFE
on the transition state and is observed in the absence of any
increased stability of the native state (29). With this in mind, it is
expected that the effects ofR-helix-stabilizing solvents on the folding
of RIFABP will provide insight into the potential role of R-helical
intermediates in the folding of this protein, even if those intermedi-
ates are very short-lived.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cloning and Purification of Rat Intestinal Fatty Acid Bind-
ing Protein (RIFABP). RIFABP cDNA was amplified from
reverse-transcribed RNA (purified from small intestine epithelial
cells of adult male rats) using the following primers: forward
(50-TTAGGATCCATGGCATTTGATGGCACTTGG-30) and
reverse (50-TTAGGATCCTCATTCCTTCTTAAAGATCCG-
30). Ligation, transformation, and protein induction were per-
formedusing theAffinity ProteinExpression System (Stratagene,
La Jolla, CA) for the pCAL-n vector according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions, the one exception being that subcloning
was performed in DH10B Escherichia coli (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA) rather than in XL1-Blue E. coli. The procedure resulted
in expression of a fusion product with a thrombin cleavage site
(TCS) linking a calmodulin binding peptide (CBP) with RIFABP.
Positive clones were confirmed for the RIFABP insert by DNA
sequencing using a CBP primer (50-GAATTTCATAGCCGT-
CTCAGC-30).

The CBP-TCS-RIFABP fusion product was expressed in
BL21-Gold(DE3) E. coli. The identity of the RIFABP compo-
nent was confirmed in the extract of theE. coli bymolecular weight
and by reactivity with a goat anti-fatty acid binding protein
antibody [I-FABP (C-20), sc16063 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Inc., Santa Cruz, CA)] as assessed by immunoblotting. The CBP-
TCS-RIFABP fusion product was purified using the Affinity
Protein Purification System (Stratagene) as instructed by the
manufacturer, with the addition of a step to remove any lipid from
the fusion product. The CBP-TCS-RIFABP fusion product was
delipidated using hydroxyalkoxypropal dextran [Lipidex 1000
(PerkinElmer Inc., Waltham, MA)] in 10 mM potassium phos-
phate (pH 7.4) at 37 �C for 2-3 h. Following delipidation, the
CBP-TCS-RIFABP fusion product was cleaved usingThrombin
CleanCleave (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), and the free CBP
was removed from solution by binding to a calmodulin affinity

column. The resulting RIFABP construct showed a single band by
Coomassie staining of a sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide
gel. The construct contained, in addition to the naturally occurring
amino acids in RIFAPB, a glycine-serine-methionine tag at the
N-terminus. This tag corresponds to the C-terminal portion of the
thrombin cleavage site (glycine-serine) with theN-terminalmethio-
nine, which is normally post-translationally removed from RI-
FABP. This GSM-RIFABP construct was used in all folding
experiments described in this study.
Stopped-Flow Circular Dichroism. GSM-RIFABP refold-

ing experiments were performed on a stopped-flow circular
dichroism spectrophotometer (model 202-SF, AVIV, Lakewood,
NJ) with a 1mmpath length cell. TheCDdataweremonitored at
222 nm for 20 s with amixing dead time of 30-130 ms. Although
the dead time of the instrument was∼12 ms, an apparent mixing
artifact lasted for up to 130 ms depending on the solutions mixed
in each run. Protein refolding was initiated by addition of 1 part
of unfolded protein in 2.5MGdnHCl, 20 mMKaP, and 0.1 mM
EDTA (pH 7.2) to 4 parts of a renaturing buffer containing
20 mM KaP, 0.1 mM EDTA, either 0.63 M GdnHCl or 0.31 M
GdnHCl, and various concentrations of TFE (pH 7.2). This resul-
ted in a final solution containing 0.5 mg/mL RIFABP in 20 mM
KaP, 0.1 mM EDTA, and either 1.0 or 0.75 M GdnHCl with
various concentrations of TFE. The kinetic traces were smoothed
using a 15-point Savitzky-Golay algorithm (Pro-Matlab, ver-
sionR2006a) before the datawere fit using the equation f=Aoþ
A[exp(-kobst)], where t is time, Ao is the final signal, andA is the
amplitude of the observable phase (SigmaPlot, version 2.01). The
relative amplitude corresponding to kobs was calculated by
normalization of the amplitude of the observable phase (A) with
respect to the final signal (Ao), and the burst phase amplitude,
reported as a percentage of the native CD signal, was calculated
on the basis of normalization of the difference between the burst
phase and unfolded protein CD signals with respect to the
difference between the native and unfolded protein CD signals.
Evaluation of the Amphiphilic Helical Potential and the

“Periodicity Ratio”. The helical hydrophobic moment (ÆμHæ),
a quantitative measure of helical amphiphilicity, was calculated
according to Eisenberg et al. (24) using the following equation

ÆμH;resXæ ¼
XresXþ 5

n¼resX- 5

Hn sinðδnÞ
" #2

8<
:

þ
Xn¼resXþ 5

n¼resX- 5

Hn cosðδnÞ
" #2

9=
;

1=2

=11

where ÆμH,resXæ is the helical hydrophobic moment for a specific
residue (resX), n is a specific residue in an 11-residue segment
centered on resX, δ is the distance between residues as viewed down
a helical axis (e.g., 100� for an R-helix), andHn is the hydrophobic
value assigned to residue n. Hydrophobic values were assigned to
each amino acid using the method of Eisenberg (34).

As previously described, regions with high amphiphilic helical
potential were considered to be regions with at least three
consecutive ÆμHæ values of >0.35. This cutoff value was used
since it was previously found to be useful in predicting the
occurrence of native R-helix in R-helical proteins when a period
of 3.6 residues/turn is used for the calculations (19).

When comparing the relative ratios of amphiphilic helical
potential at different periodicities, PA and PB, we define the
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periodicity ratio (PA/PB) as

PA=PB ¼ for all RHPA with ÆμAæ > ÆμBæ,
PðÆμAæ- ÆμBæÞ

for all RHPB with ÆμBæ > ÆμAæ,
PðÆμBæ- ÆμAæÞ

ð1Þ

where RHPA and RHPB are residues that fall within regions with
high amphiphilic helical potential at period A and period B,
respectively, and ÆμAæ and ÆμBæ are the magnitudes of the helical
hydrophobic moments at period A and period B, respectively.
Selection of Basis Sets of R-Helical and β-Sheet Folds.

Fifty amino acid sequences defined by SCOP as a protein folding
domain were selected as test cases for the study, half being
classified as β-sheet folds (Table 1) and half being classified as
R-helical folds (Table 2). The following selection criteriawere used.
(a) Nonglobular folds were avoided. (b) Smaller folds with fewer
than five segments having high amphiphilic R-helical potential
were avoided, since the parameters described in the text are
averages over an entire fold, and thus, small folds might tend to
add variance to the data. Finally, (c) a wide range of folds were
sampled. Although five eukaryotic proteases belonging to the
trypsin-like serine protease fold were included in the basis set of
β-sheet proteins, it has been previously shown (15) that the
locations of segments with high amphiphilic R-helical potential
are not conserved within this family of proteins, and thus, each
protein adds additional information to the basis set.

The basis set of β-sheet folds had an average length of 241( 86
(mean ( standard deviation) amino acids, with 7.96 ( 2.05
segments having high amphiphilic R-helical potential per fold.
The basis set of R-helical folds had an average length of 197( 70
amino acids, with 7.56 ( 1.97 regions having high amphiphilic
R-helical potential per fold. Because the distinction between

folding domains within a single protein was not important for
the calculations, and because theR-helical sequences tended to be
shorter than the β-sheet sequences, both R-helical folds in hemo-
cyanin as defined by SCOP were treated as a single fold for the
purpose of deriving the basis sets.

RESULTS

AmphiphilicHelical Potential at 3.0Residues per Turn in
RIFABP and Equine β-Lactoglobulin. To determine whether a
potential to form amphiphilic helices at a period of <3.6 residues/
turn that matches or exceeds the potential at 3.6 residues/turn
might be involved in the folding ofβ-sheet proteins, the amphiphilic
helical potential at 3.6 and 3.0 residues/turn was evaluated in
selected proteins. Two predominantly β-sheet proteins, which have
widely different folding behavior despite having the β-barrel,
lipocalin fold (35), were selected for the initial study. As shown
in Figure 2A, RIFABP, which does not form an observable
R-helical intermediate during refolding (22), has significantly more
amphiphilic helical potential at 3.0 residues/turn than at 3.6
residues/turn. On the other hand, equine β-lactoglobulin, which
forms a detectable, highly R-helical intermediate during fold-
ing (20, 21), has substantially more amphiphilic helical potential
at 3.6 residues/turn than at 3.0 residues/turn (Figure 2B). These
findings are consistent with the idea that RIFABP has “escape
routes” leading away from an R-helical intermediate or intermedi-
ates, whereas β-lactoglobulin lacks such routes and provides a
reasonable explanation for the differences in the observed folding
kinetics between the two proteins despite their similar structures.

A schematic diagram showing the putative “folding code” of
RIFABP is shown in Figure 3. Six regions with high amphiphilic

Table 1: Basis Set of β-Sheet Protein Structuresa

structure fold/superfamily/family no. of residues no. of segments

1 2cpl cyclophilin-like 165 6

2 1hxn four-blade β-propeller 219 7

3 1ifb lipocalins/lipocalins/fatty acid binding protein-like 131 6

4 1rbp lipocalins/lipocalins/retinol binding protein-like 182 6

5 1tgn trypsin-like serine proteases/trypsin-like serine proteases/eukaryotic proteases 229 6

6 1lmw trypsin-like serine proteases/trypsin-like serine proteases/eukaryotic proteases 253 6

7 1pgs nucleoplasmin-like/VP (viral coat and capsid proteins) 314 10

8 1ton trypsin-like serine proteases/trypsin-like serine proteases/eukaryotic proteases 235 6

9 1whi ribosomal protein L14 122 7

10 1gof

residues 151-537

seven-blade β-propeller/galactose oxidase, central domain/galactose oxidase,

central domain

387 7

11 1gof

residues 538-639

immunoglobulin-like β-sandwich 102 5

12 1mai PH domain-like barrel 131 7

13 2alp trypsin-like serine proteases/trypsin-like serine proteases/prokaryotic proteases 198 8

14 2cab carbonic anhydrase 260 8

15 1thw osmotin, thaumatin-like protein 207 8

16 1ivc six-blade β-propeller/sialidases/sialidases (neuraminidases) 388 10

17 2pec single-stranded right-handed β-helix/pectin lyase-like/pectate lyase-like 353 11

18 1snc OB fold 149 10

19 1ppf trypsin-like serine proteases/trypsin-like serine proteases/eukaryotic proteases 218 8

20 1ihs trypsin-like serine proteases/trypsin-like serine proteases/eukaryotic proteases 295 11

21 2bbk seven-blade β-propeller/YVTN repeat-like/quinoprotein amine

dehydrogenase/methylamine dehydrogenase, H-chain

355 11

22 1kap single-stranded right-handed β-helix/β-roll, serralysin-like metalloprotease,

C-terminal domain

224 7

23 1kit six-blade β-propeller/sialidases/sialidases (neuraminidases) 368 10

24 1bgl supersandwich 293 12

25 1lla immunoglobulin-like β-sandwich 249 6

aThe ProteinData Bank file designation is listed (in the structure column), alongwith the fold designation according the SCOP, the number of amino acids in
the structure, and the number of regions with high amphiphilic R-helical potential determined as described in Materials and Methods.
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R-helical potential are identified (Figure 3, HPA, HPB, ..., HPF).
All of those regions but one (Figure 3, HPB), which is associated
with the two native R-helices found in the native structure
(Figure 3, H1 andH2), apparently have an accompanying escape
route or “release” in the form of amphiphilic helical potential at
3.0 residues/turn.
Transition in the Amphiphilic Helical Potential between

3.6 and 3.0 Residues per Turn. The amphiphilic helical
potential at 3.0 residues/turn was used as an indicator of amphi-
philic helical potential at a period of <3.6 residues/turn for
several reasons. A helical period of 3.0 residues/turn (a) describes
a structure that cannot maintain hydrogen bonding consistent
with R-helices, (b) is sufficiently different from a period of 3.6
residues/turn such that the amphiphilic helical potentials at the
two periods do not strictly correlate with one another, and (c) is
not an apparent indicator of common secondary structure com-
ponents. However, if indeed amphiphilic helical potential at
periods shorter than 3.6 residues/turn serves as an effective escape
route or release for intermediate helical bundles, then a smooth
transition between amphiphilic helical potential at 3.6 and 3.0
residues/turn is expected. As shown in Figure 4, the amphiphilic
helical potential at periodicities between 3.6 and 3.0 residues/turn
generally fell between that seen at 3.6 and 3.0 residues/turn. Thus,
optimization of hydrophobic interactions is expected to contri-
bute to an energetically smooth transition for segments making
the transition from intermediate R-helical bundles to a more ex-
tended conformation.
Amphiphilic Helical Potential at 3.0, 3.6, and 4.2 Resi-

dues per Turn in Globular Proteins Having Predominantly
β-Sheet Structure and in Those Having Predominantly
R-Helical Structure. To further evaluate the possibility that
a potential to form amphiphilic helices at a period of <3.6
residues/turnmight be involved in the folding of β-sheet proteins,
the amphiphilic helical potential at 3.0, 3.6, and 4.2 residues/turn

was evaluated in 25 predominantly β-sheet proteins (Table 1)
and, as a control, in 25 R-helical proteins (Table 2). The 50
proteins were selected without prior knowledge of their helical
potential at 3.0 and 4.2 residues/turn as described in Materials
and Methods. Evaluation of the amphiphilic helical potential in
these proteins revealed that proteins having β-sheet folds, in
general, have a higher ratio of amphiphilic helical potential at a
period of 3.0 compared to 3.6 residues/turn than do proteins with
an R-helical fold (p=0.0005; top diagram in Figure 5). A useful
“control” for this calculation is to evaluate the amphiphilic
helical potential at a period of 4.2 residues/turn in the same
proteins. An amphiphilic helical period of 4.2 residues/turn is not
expected to effectively provide a means by which intermediate
R-helices may unfold, since hypothetical helical structures with a
period greater than 3.6 residues/turn (a) are not expected to be
stable due to an inability to maintain van der Waals interactions
in the core of the helix as the diameter of the helix increases and
(b) would lead to relatively compact conformations rather than the
elongated conformations that are characteristic of non-R-helical
regions with high amphiphilic R-helical potential in the native
protein. In contrast to the preference of β-sheet proteins for
amphiphilic helical potential at a period of 3.0 residues/turn, an
amphiphilic helical potential at a periodof 4.2 residues/turnwas not
favored particularly by β-sheet proteins over R-helical proteins
(p=0.87; bottom diagram in Figure 5). Thus, the fact that β-sheet
proteins favor anamphiphilic helical periodof 3.0 residues/turn and
not 4.2 residues/turn indicates that the tendency forβ-sheet proteins
to favor a period of 3.0 residues/turn is a specific organizational
feature within the amino acid sequence. These observations are
consistent with the idea that, after initial coalescence of amphiphilic
R-helices during the folding of β-sheet proteins, amphiphilic helical
potentials with a period of <3.6 residues/turn provide a driving
force for breaking the hydrogen bonds involved in R-helix
formation. This driving force potentially reduces substantially

Table 2: Basis Set of R-Helical Protein Structuresa

structure fold no. of residues no. of segments

1 1gln an anticodon-binding domain of class I aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases 163 9

2 1agr regulator of G-protein signaling (RGS) 353 10

3 1agr (R-subunit) transducin (R-subunit), insertion domain 205 6

4 2abk DNA glycosylase 211 7

5 1rgp GTPase activation domain (GAP) 242 10

6 1bvp a virus capsid protein R-helical domain 215 8

7 1ird globin-like 141 5

8 1s0p N-terminal domain of adenylylcyclase associated protein (CAP) 176 6

9 2j0o IpaD-like 318 10

10 1hw1 GntR ligand-binding domain-like 152 8

11 1yoz AF0941-like 116 6

12 1eyv NusB-like 156 8

13 1rfz YutG-like 168 8

14 1dbh DBL homology domain (DH domain) 207 11

15 1hbn methyl-coenzyme M reductase R- and β-chain C-terminal domain 280 6

16 2fef PA2201 C-terminal domain-like 159 6

17 1jr3 post-AAAþ oligomerization domain-like 126 5

18 1hus ribosomal protein S7 155 7

19 1aep apolipophorin III 161 8

20 1o5h methenyltetrahydrofolate cyclohydrolase-like 214 7

21 1g7d ERP29 C domain-like 106 6

22 1dvk functional domain of splicing factor Prp18 173 6

23 1lla hemocyanin (both domains) 379 11

24 1m9c retrovirus capsid protein, N-terminal core domai 146 5

25 2icw superantigen MAM 213 10

aThe ProteinData Bank file designation is listed (in the structure column), alongwith the fold designation according the SCOP, the number of amino acids in
the structure, and the number of regions with high amphiphilic R-helical potential determined as described in Materials and Methods.
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or eliminates the energy trough that might otherwise be asso-
ciated with those intermediate helical clusters (illustrated in
Figure 1). This mechanism, which essentially entails a one-way,
nonreversible path from amphiphilic R-helix formation to coa-
lescence of those helices to their disruption during further coal-
escence of hydrophobic residues, might play a major role in the
folding of many β-sheet proteins.
Effect of 2,2,2-Trifluoroethanol (TFE) on the Refolding

of theGSM-RIFABPConstruct.TFE,which strongly drives
formation of R-helix (36, 37), is expected to accelerate the folding
of a β-sheet protein for which formation of a strongly helical

intermediate is a rate-limiting step. RIFABP was selected for
study because the kinetics and early folding of that protein are
well-characterized (22, 26-28) and because the protein exhibits
no apparent highly R-helical intermediate during folding. As
shown in Figure 6A, the CD signal at 222 nm for the GSM-
RIFABP construct [RIFABP containing a glycine-serine-methio-
nine tag at the N-terminus of the protein (see Materials and
Methods)] refolding in 1.0 M GdnHCl was substantial in the
burst phase (∼48%of the native stateCDsignal), and recovery of
the native state occurred within a few seconds. The presence of
TFE accelerated the rate of refolding as indicated by an increase

FIGURE 2: Amphiphilic helical potential at periods of 3.6 and 3.0 residues/turn in RIFABP and in equine β-lactoglobulin. The amphiphilic R-helical
potential with a period of 3.6 residues/turn (gray line) and the amphiphilic helical potential with a period of 3.0 residues/turn (black line) were calculated
according to themethodofEisenberg (24) as described inMaterials andMethods.Thehorizontal line aty=0.35 reflects a “cutoff” value set roughly at a
point where three or more consecutive values that exceed that potential are indicative of native amphiphilic R-helices in R-helical proteins (19). Areas
above this cutoff inwhich the amphiphilicR-helical potential (periodof 3.6 residues/turn) exceeds theamphiphilic helical potential at 3.0 residues/turnare
shaded light gray. Areas above this cutoff in which the amphiphilic helical potential at a period of 3.0 residues/turn exceeds the amphiphilic R-helical
potential are shadeddarkgray.TheN-terminalmethionine (post-translationally removedand thusnot assigneda residuenumber in thenativeprotein) is
designated as residue zero in the calculations.

FIGURE 3: Putative folding code for RIFABP. The seven hydrophobic residues that are involved in the formation of a hydrophobic core early in
the folding process are indicated by the triangles. The six regions with amphiphilic R-helical potential (as defined inMaterials andMethods) are
labeled HPA-HPF. The central portion of each region, which is associated with high amphiphilic R-helical potential, is shown as a solid block.
Five residues on each side of that central portion, which are potentially involved in amphiphilic R-helix formation, are indicated by the stippled
line. (Ahighpotential at a given residue involves five residuesoneach sideof that residue, since awindowof11 residueswasused in the calculations
as described in Materials and Methods.) In the middle row, the areas with high amphiphilic potential at a period of 3.0 residues/turn (Æμ3.0æ>
0.35), which correspond to particular regions with high amphiphilic R-helical potential, are shown. Again solid and stippled lines represent the
central portion and the five outlying residues of each region, respectively. These putative escape routes, or release routes, are labeled according to
their associated region with high amphiphilic R-helical potential, along with the suffix r, for release. In the top row of the diagram, the native
structure is indicated, with the 10 β-strands labeled A-J, and the two R-helices labeled H1 and H2. No release sequence was identified for HPB,
which is associatedwith the twoR-helices in the native structure. TheN-terminalmethionine (post-translationally removed and thus not assigned
a residue number in the native protein) is designated as residue zero in the calculations.
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in the size of the burst phase and a decrease in the time to recovery
of the native state (see, for example, Figure 6B,C). Although TFE

candenatureglobularproteinsat relativelyhighconcentrations (36),
the native states of globular proteins are generally not disrupted by
concentrations of TFE below 10% (29, 33, 38). Consistent with this
view, the native state CD signal of the GSM-RIFABP construct
was observed in the presence of 1.0MGdnHCl at TFE concentra-
tions at or below 10% (v/v), indicating that the cosolvent did not
destabilize the native state extensively at those TFE concentrations.
However, as expected on the basis of the effects of TFE on a wide
range of proteins (33, 38), higher concentrations of TFE induced a
CD signal that was indicative of a non-native, highly helical
conformation [e.g., 20% (v/v) TFE but not 10% TFE induced
a>20% increase in negative ellipticity at 222 nm in the presence of
0.5 M GdnHCl]. The changes in burst phase amplitude as a
function of TFE concentration in 1.0 M GdnHCl and in 0.75 M
GdnHCl are shown in Table 3. These TFE-induced increases in
burst phase amplitude can be attributed to protein conformational
changes and indicate that TFE facilitates accelerated refolding of
the GSM-RIFABP construct.

Acceleration of refolding was apparent when the CD signals
measured in 1.0 and 0.75 M GdnHCl with and without TFE were
fit to single-exponential processes as described in Materials and
Methods.TheGSM-RIFABPconstruct refolded in 1.0 and 0.75M
GdnHCl with rate constants, kobs, of 1.9 and 2.7 s-1, respectively,
and relative amplitudes of 0.41 and 0.53, respectively. The refolding
rate constant increased with increasing TFE concentrations in both
1.0 and 0.75 M GdnHCl (Figure 6D and Table 3). The relative
amplitude of this folding phase tended to decrease as the TFE
concentration increased for both 1.0 and 0.75 M GdnHCl
(Table 3). In 10% TFE, the data for refolding in both 0.75 and
1.0 M GdnHCl could not be fit reliably because the protein had
either completely or almost completely folded within the dead time
of the SFCD instrument.However, given that themixing dead time
was approximately 130 ms for GSM-RIFABP refolding in 1.0 M

FIGURE 4: Amphiphilic helical potential at selected periods ranging from 3.6 to 3.0 residues/turn in RIFABP and in equine β-lactoglobulin. The
amphiphilic helical potential at periods between 3.6 and 3.0 residues/turn (dashed lines) generally lies between the potential at 3.6 and 3.0 residues/turn.

FIGURE 5: Relativeperiodicity of amphiphilic helical potential inpredo-
minantly R-helical proteins compared to that in predominantly β-sheet
proteins.Fifty aminoacid sequences comprisingglobularprotein folding
domains classified by SCOP as either R-helical folds (n=25) or β-sheet
folds (n=25) (35) were selected such that the sequences chosen (a) repre-
sented a wide range of globular folds and (b) were of sufficient size to
contain five or more regions of amphiphilic R-helical potential using a
cutoff of three consecutive values of>0.35. The natural log of the perio-
dicity ratios for theproteins is shown,andpvaluesweredeterminedusing
anunpaired, two-tailed t test. The periodicity ratio of amphiphilic helical
potential in general (PA/PB) is defined in eq 1 (see Materials and
Methods for additional details). For example, P3.0/P3.6 for RIFABP is
calculated as the area shaded dark gray in Figure 2A divided by the area
shaded light gray in Figure 2A. The mean of each set is indicted by the
horizontal line.
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GdnHCl with 10%TFE, the rate constant is expected to be greater
than 7.7 s-1 under those conditions. Similarly, for refolding in
0.75 M GdnHCl and 10% TFE, where the mixing dead time was
∼30 ms, the rate constant is expected to be greater than 33 s-1.
These rate constants suggest that TFE accelerates GSM-RIFABP
refolding >12- and >4-fold in 0.75 and 1.0 M GdnHCl, respec-
tively.

DISCUSSION

The observation that β-lactoglobulin rapidly forms an
R-helical intermediate that is stable for several milliseconds
during refolding (20, 21) indicates that an intermediate contain-
ing substantial amounts of non-native R-helical structure can be
stable. However, several factors point toward the inherent
instability of the isolated R-helix and to the importance of a
well-formed hydrophobic core as a stabilizing agent for amphi-
philic R-helices. For example, an amino acid sequence that forms
R-helix when located in one protein may form a different
structure when in another protein (39-41), indicating that
long-range interactions are important for stabilizing native
structure. Consistent with this conclusion is the observation that
peptide preparations derived by proteolytic digestion of animal
tissue-derived proteins fail to form stable, periodic structures
such as R-helices (42). With this in mind, it is reasonable to
hypothesize that intermediate R-helical bundles formed during
folding may be less stable than subsequent intermediates if
(a) the hydrophobic core of the intermediate is not well formed
and (b) subsequent intermediates have a better formedhydrophobic
core.

The refolding of RIFABP has been extensively described in
the literature, and the results described in this study must be
interpreted in light of that work. The protein is an excellent
candidate for folding studies because it contains no proline or
cysteine residues that might lead to misfolded structures. Of
primary importance is the observation that early folding events of
RIFABP involve formation of a hydrophobic core consisting of
residues 47, 62, 64, 68, 82, 84, and 89 (27). All of these residues are
contained within regions having high amphiphilic R-helical
potential and escape routes of amphiphilic helical potential with
a period of<3.6 residues/turn (Figure 3). However, a substantial
fraction of the RIFABP can be characterized as having high
amphiphilic R-helical potential and accompanying escape routes
(Figure 3), and thus, the association between amphiphilic helical
potential and those residues forming a hydrophobic core during
the early stages of folding may be coincidental. Nevertheless, the
observed association is consistent with the idea that intermediate
R-helices formbut are rapidly lost during the folding ofRIFABP.
Further, experimental studies have led to the conclusion that
β-barrels utilize multiple nucleation sites for folding and acquisi-
tion of native long-range interactions (28). For IFABP, that
process includes a very rapid burst phase (rate of>10000 s-1) in

FIGURE 6: Acceleration of refolding of the GSM-RIFABP construct
by TFE. The GSM-RIFABP construct was cloned, expressed, and
purified as described in Materials and Methods. Stopped-flow CD
measurements were obtained for theGSM-RIFABF construct refold-
ing in 0.75MGdnHCl and 1.0MGdnHCl and in the presence of vari-
ous concentrations of TFE. Eight to twelve sets of data were collected
under each condition and averaged. The stopped-flow data for the re-
folding of the GSM-RIFABP construct in 1.0MGdnHCl with (A) 0,
(B) 5, and (C) 10% TFE are shown. The stopped-flow data are repre-
sented by the open circles, and the corresponding single-exponential fits
are shown by the black lines. (D) The refolding rate constant, kobs,
measured in 0.75 MGdnHCl (O) and 1.0 MGdnHCl (b) is shown as
a function of TFE concentration. The uncertainties of each kobs value
are (10-15%. Refolding data measured with 10% TFE in 0.75 M
GdnHCl or in 1.0 M GdnHCl could not be fit reliably because the
protein folded or nearly folded within the dead time of the instrument.
TheCDsignals for the native andunfolded (in 2.5MGdnHCl) states of
the GSM-RIFABP construct are-22.5 and-6.2 mdeg, respectively.

Table 3: Effect of TFE on the Refolding of the GSM-RIFABP Construct

[GdnHCl]

(M)

[TFE]

(%, v/v)

burst phase

amplitude (% of native

state CD signal)

kobs
(s-1)

relative

amplitude

1.0 0.0 48 1.9 0.41

1.0 1.6 60 2.2 0.42

1.0 2.4 60 2.6 0.4

1.0 3.2 66 2.9 0.35

1.0 5.0 79 4.2 0.35

1.0 10.0 94 >7.7a NDb

0.75 0.0 53 2.7 0.53

0.75 1.6 72 6.8 0.55

0.75 5.0 91 12.2 0.39

0.75 10.0 100 >33a NDb

aThe kobs (s
-1) values at 10% TFE were estimated on the basis of re-

folding completely or almost completely within the dead time of the instru-
ment in 1.0 M GdnHCl (∼130 ms) and in 0.75 MGdnHCl (∼30 ms). bNot
determined.
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which the hydrophobic core described above is formed (27). The
involvement of multiple sites in a rapid process is consistent with
the condensation of transient amphiphilic R-helices into short-
lived R-helical bundles as proposed herein.

We hypothesized that an R-helical intermediate has not been
detected by SFCD measurements of RIFABP refolding because
such an intermediate is very short-lived,with perhaps only a small
fraction of the molecules adopting a helical conformation at any
given time. The observation of predicted escape routes for
transient amphiphilic R-helices in the primary structure of
predominantly β-sheet proteins certainly supports this hypo-
thesis. If correct, this scenario presents a substantial challenge to
detection by SFCD of transient R-helical intermediates during
the refolding of RIFABP. In our study, TFE, which promotes
formation of R-helix (36, 37), was included in the refolding
experiments to probe for the putative involvement of R-helical
intermediates: TFE could potentially stabilize transient R-helical
bundles, making those putative bundles observable by the SFCD
approach, or TFE might accelerate the folding of RIFABP if
formation of the transient R-helix is a rate-limiting step. The
observation that 10% TFE accelerates the refolding of the
GSM-RIFABP construct by more than 10-fold in the presence
of 0.75 M GdnHCl is consistent with the idea that formation of
intermediate R-helices is a rate-limiting step in the refolding of
that protein and thus provides at least indirect experimental
evidence supporting the formation of transient R-helices in the
refolding ofRIFABP. Further, the observation that the refolding
of awide range of proteins is accelerated byTFE (33) is consistent
with the idea that a universal paradigm associated with protein
folding is the rate-limiting coalescence of amphiphilic R-helices.

A potential problem affecting time-resolved folding studies is
the question of whether proteins tend to fold via populated
intermediates.One side of this argument suggests that proteins do
not generally fold through an intermediate and that populated
intermediates represent misfolded ensembles trapped in nonpro-
ductive pathways or that they arise from aggregation of de-
natured protein. Certainly, the detection of stable “intermediates”
during the folding of some proteins can be due to trapping of
nonproductive states. For example, whether the human spliceo-
somal protein U1A refolds rapidly from the unfolded monomer
or slowly from an aggregate depends on the solvent conditions
and protein concentration (43). However, in their studies of
RIFABP folding, Ropson and colleagues (22) demonstrated
that the amplitudes and relaxation times for both folding
and unfolding were independent of the protein concentration
in the range of 5-20 μM. Because the experimental conditions
in the SFCD studies presented here were similar to those used
by Ropson, with a GSM-RIFABP construct concentration of
∼5 μM, the observed kinetic traces are not apparently due to
folding from protein aggregates, and the effects of TFE on the
folding kinetics are not likely due to any potential influence of
TFE on intermolecular interactions. Thus, the results strongly
support the view that TFE promoted formation of structure that
was productive in the folding process.

Of note is that the refolding rate of the GSM-RIFABP
construct (final phase; kobs=1.9 s-1 in 1.0MGdnHCl) observed
here was somewhat faster than the previously reported refolding
rate constant for RIFABP (0.33 s-1 in 1.0 MGdnHCl) (22). The
source of this difference in rate constants is unknown, although
the respective N-termini of the GSM-RIFABP construct and
RIFABP may be responsible. One straightforward but specula-
tive explanation is that the positively charged N-terminus of

RIFABP interacts unfavorably with the helical dipole of the
putative, transient N-terminal R-helix, inhibiting formation of
that helix during folding. The GSM tag may provide sufficient
separation between the helical dipole and the positive charge
associated with the N-terminus, favoring formation of that helix
and thereby accelerating the folding process. Interestingly, modi-
fication of Leu-64 also results in an increase in the refolding rate
of RIFABP (26). Leu-64 is a component of the hydrophobic core
that is formed most rapidly during folding (27) and is positioned
very close to theN-terminus in the native structure. Further, Leu-64,
like the N-terminus, is associated with high amphiphilic R-helical
potential that is not R-helical in the native structure. Thus,
it might be hypothesized that transient R-helices in the far
N-terminus and in the region near Leu-64 both strongly influence
the kinetics of refolding.

Although the acceleration of GSM-RIFABP folding by TFE
supports the idea that the GSM-RIFABP construct may fold
via the rate-limiting formation of a very short-lived R-helical
intermediate(s), it does not prove that such an intermediate
exists. For example, one potential explanation for the observed
acceleration of folding of the GSM-RIFABP construct is that
TFE accelerated formation of one or both of the two R-helices
that occur in the native structure of RIFABP (44), and that these
R-helices serve as a nucleus for the hierarchical folding of the rest
of the protein. However, an alternative explanation consistent
with Lim’s hypothesis, that TFE accelerates folding by inducing
formation of intermediate, substantially non-native, amphiphilic
R-helical structures throughout the sequence, seems more likely
for several reasons. First, the portion of the hydrophobic core
that forms earliest in the folding process (27) is remote from the
R-helices in the native structure of RIFABP. Second, the
observation that RIFABP folds into a compact all-β-sheet fold
even in the absence of the native R-helical segments (45) suggests
that the folding of RIFABP does not depend on those native
helices. Third, TFE is expected to induce formation of R-helix
throughout the sequence, not only in the regions that form native
R-helix. Nevertheless, the acceleration ofGSM-RIFABP refold-
ing by TFE does not constitute proof that non-native R-helices
form early in the refolding of that protein but rather is consistent
with that proposed folding mechanism.

One of the primary features of the Limmodel described here is
a flexibility in the folding code that is reflected in substantial
variation in this code between proteins, even proteins that have
similar folds. Although amphiphilic R-helical potential has been
observed in all naturally occurring amino acid sequences eval-
uated to date, the location of that potential is not conserved
within a given fold (15). In this study, additional flexibility
and variation is evident. Although the potential to form amphi-
philic R-helical bundles during folding is apparently ubiquitous
in globular proteins, an escape route utilizing an amphiphilic
helical potential with a period of <3.6 residues is evidently not
always present, as is seen for example in some parts of equine
β-lactoglobulin (Figure 2).While predominantly β-sheet proteins
tended to have a greater ratio of amphiphilic helical potential at a
period of 3.0 residues/turn to that of 3.6 residues/turn (P3.0/P3.6)
than did predominantly R-helical proteins, this observation
applied to the average protein, not to all proteins. For example,
four of the predominantly β-sheet proteins in the basis set had a
lower P3.0/P3.6 than did the average predominantly R-helical
protein. The observation probably accounts in part for variations
in observed kinetics of folding even among proteins with similar
folds and provides a basis for understanding at least in part why
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some predominantly β-sheet proteins fold with relatively stable
(and thus observable) R-helical intermediates, while others do
not. This understanding of the folding process suggests a funda-
mental basis for folding that is compatible with a wide range of
kinetics in the presence or absence of populated intermediate
states.

In this work, we demonstrate that a correlate of Lim’s model is
predictive of features of the amino acid sequence. Specifically, a
potential for amphiphilic helical potential at a period of <3.6
residues/turn, which is expected to provide a unidirectional
escape route for intermediate R-helical bundles, is indeed found
to a greater extent in β-sheet proteins than in R-helical proteins.
This result is predicted on the basis of the proposed model since
such escape routes are presumably needed to a lesser extent in
predominantly R-helical proteins than in predominantly β-sheet
proteins. The ability of this model of protein folding to predict
previously unidentified features of sequence information in a
wide range of proteins provides exceptionally strong support for
the model.

Lim’s proposal provides a general mechanism by which all
proteins might rapidly find a relatively compact conformation
with a hydrophobic core, thus answering the Levinthal paradox.
The amphiphilic R-helical potential present in a wide range of
naturally occurring amino acid sequences, including those from
viruses, bacteria, yeast, and humans, provided the basis for the
initial proposal and strongly suggests that Lim’s proposal does
indeed describe a universal mechanism of protein folding. The
focus of this study has been on predominantly β-sheet proteins,
in which case most intermediate R-helices are necessarily non-
native. A simpler paradigm by which amphiphilic R-helices
facilitate protein folding involves proteins like myoglobin
and cytochrome c, in which the helices formed early during
folding are maintained in the native state. However, it seems
likely that formation of intermediate, non-native, amphiphilic
R-helical regions during folding also occurs in some proteins
that contain native R-helical structure. Indeed, the presence
of amphiphilic helical potential at a period of <3.6 residues/turn
is found in most R-helical proteins, although to a lesser extent
on average than in β-sheet proteins. Thus, a wide range of
proteins, including some R-helical proteins, probably utilize
the rapid formation of amphiphilic R-helices and subsequent
overtwisting of those helices during folding in a process driven
by optimization of amphiphilic helical potential at a period
of <3.6 residues/turn.
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